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ABSTRACT
We construct a new class of (p; q)-extended Poincare supergravity theories in
2+1 dimensions as Chern-Simons theories of supersymmetry algebras with both
central and automorphism charges. The new theories have the advantage that
they are limits of corresponding (p; q) adS supergravity theories and, for not too
large a value of N = p + q, that they have a natural formulation in terms of o-
shell superelds, in which context the distinction between theories having the same
value of N but dierent (p; q) arises because of inequivalent conformal compensator
superelds. We also show that, unlike previously constructed N-extended Poincare
supergravity theories, the new (2,0) theory admits conical spacetimes with Killing
spinors.
1. Introduction
It is now widely appreciated that (super)gravity theories in 2+1 dimensions
can be interpreted as Chern-Simons (CS) theories of the appropriate (super)algebra
[1,2, 3]. For example, the N-extended Poincare supergravity of Marcus and Schwarz
[4] can be interpreted [5] as the CS theory of the standard N-extended superalgebra
spanned by the spinor supercharges Q
i





. For N=1 this algebra is the only one permitted by
the Haag- Lopuszanski-Sohnius theorem, but for N  2 there is the possibility of
including central charges and it is natural to wonder whether this could lead to
new Poincare supergravity theories. Consider the N = 2 case: in addition to the























A problem with this algebra in the context of a CS formulation of N=2 Poincare
supergravity is that it does not admit an invariant non-degenerate inner product.
This diculty can be overcome as follows. We rst observe that this superalgebra
has an SO(2) group of automorphisms. Let T be the SO(2) generator; then the










We then observe that the extension
?
of the so(2) algebra by the N=2 Poincare su-
peralgebra with central charge does have an invariant non-degenerate inner prod-
uct; in fact, it has a three-parameter family of such inner products. Let C and A
be the one-form gauge potentials associated to Z and T respectively. Then, for
any choice of the inner product, the corresponding CS N = 2 supergravity theory
? We use the word `extension' in its technical sense.
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includes the new term
Z
CdA ; (1:3)
in addition to the usual Einstein-Hilbert and Rarita-Schwinger terms. For reasons
which will be explained shortly, we shall refer to the Marcus-Schwarz (MS) N = 2
theory as the (1,1) Poincare supergravity and the new N = 2 theories as (2,0)
Poincare supergravity theories. This whole discussion can be generalized to N > 2
and leads to the subdivision of the N = p + q Poincare supergravity theory into
the (p,q)-Poincare supergravity theories. We present this more general construct
in section 5.
One motivation for the introduction of central charges in the Poincare super-
algebra comes from consideration of the (p,q) anti de Sitter (adS) supergravity
theories, which include an SO(p)  SO(q) CS term and a cosmological constant
proportional to m
2
, where m is a gravitino `mass' parameter. The (p,q)-extended
Poincare superalgebra is found in the limit as m ! 0. Even so, the m ! 0
limit of the (p,q) adS supergravity action of [2] is problematic when either p or
q is greater than one; the only non-singular way to take the m ! 0 limit causes
the SO(p)  SO(q) gauge elds to disappear from the action (which is then the
N=p+q extended MS Poincare supergravity) but leaves a non-zero supersymmetry
transformation for them [5]. This means that the incorporation of a cosmological
constant into the N > 2 MS theories cannot be done without the introduction of
additional elds, which is a state of aairs that could never arise from elimination
of auxiliary elds in an o-shell supergravity theory. One purpose of this paper
is to show how this diculty is resolved by consideration of a trivial extension of
the (p,q) adS superalgebra by an so(p)  so(q) algebra. A particular m! 0 limit
of these new (p,q) adS supergravity theories yields the (p,q) Poincare ones. Thus
the (p,q) Poincare supergravity theories introduced here naturally arise as limits
of (p,q) adS supergravity theories.
Another motivation for the new CS formulation of Poincare and adS supergrav-
ities comes from consideration of o-shell supersymmetry. Since it is obvious that
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the algebra of CS gauge transformations already closes o-shell, i.e. without the
use of the eld equations, and that these transformations include spinorial ones, it
might be thought that there is nothing to be considered here. However, it is easy
to verify that the numbers of o-shell boson and fermion elds (subtracting the
gauge degrees of freedom) are not generally equal, which is puzzling since this is
usually thought to be a precondition of o-shell supersymmetry. The resolution
of this puzzle lies in the correspondence between the gauge symmetries of the CS
theory and the geometrical symmetries of the supergravity theory, which contain
spacetime dieomorphisms. This correspondence is an on-shell one [5], so that
o-shell closure of the CS gauge transformations does not imply o-shell closure of
the geometrical supersymmetry transformations. It is the latter that is needed for
a superspace formulation, and this requires equality of o-shell boson and fermion
degrees of freedom. This shows, incidentally, that there are, in principle, two ways
in which o-shell closure of the algebra of local supersymmetry transformations
may be achieved in theories for which given supersymmetry transformations form
a closed algebra only on-shell. One can try to close the algebra by the addition
of `trivial' transformations or one can try to close it by the addition of auxiliary
elds, which is tantamount to a reformulation in terms of superelds. The former
method was actually advocated in an early attempt to obtain a closed o-shell
algebra for N = 1 supergravity in 3+1 dimensions [6] but the attempt was unsuc-
cessful because in spacetimes of dimension 3+1, or higher, the addition of auxiliary
elds is unavoidable. In 2+1 dimensions one can always close the algebra in pure
supergravity theories by adding `trivial' gauge transformations and this amounts
to a reformulation as a CS theory, but this is unlikely to work once matter is in-
cluded. We shall consider the supersymmetry algebra to be closed o-shell only
if the geometrical supersymmetry transformations form a closed algebra, which
eectively means that we consider a given theory to be o-shell supersymmetric
only if it has an o-shell supereld formulation. It is by no means guaranteed that
such a formulation exists; considerable diculties appear for (p,q) theories when
either p or q exceeds 2, as we shall see.
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To explain why o-shell supersymmetry is relevant to (p,q) Poincare super-
gravity it is simplest to consider the N=2 case, which subdivides into the (2,0)
and the (1,1) cases. The possibility of two inequivalent theories arises in the N=2
supereld context from the fact that the conformal invariance of the conformal
supergravity supermultiplet can be `compensated', to produce a Poincare super-
multiplet, by two inequivalent `compensating superelds'. The N=2 conformal
















is the dreibein,  
i
m
the two gravitini, A
m
the SO(2) gauge potential and
the dimension is the `geometrical' one. One possible N=2 compensator multiplet
has the eld [dimension] content














is symmetric and traceless in its two SO(2) indices. The scalars A





becomes the gamma-trace of  
i
m
. This yields the Poincare























are both auxiliary elds. The o-shell Poincare and adS super-
gravity theories constructed from this supermultiplet are those of (1,1) supersym-
metry [8].
Another possible compensating supermultiplet has the eld [dimension] content







] ;K [1] : (1:7)
The scalar A and spinors 
i
get absorbed as before, so that the eld [dimension]
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[1] ; K [1] ; (1:8)




are both gauge elds
which can be identied as the `Automorphism' and `Central' gauge elds of the
(2,0) Poincare supergravity, i.e. the components of the gauge potential one forms
A and C introduced above. Indeed, one nds that the o-shell supersymmetric
action contains precisely the term (1.3), as expected for the (2,0) theory.
There is a precedent for such a term in the new-minimal formulation of o-shell
N=1 supergravity in 3+1 dimensions, where C
m
is replaced by a two-form gauge
potential [9,10,11]. In that case, it is customary to consider the C andA gauge elds
as auxiliary, despite the fact that their eld equations are not algebraic, because
on-shell they are pure gauge. While this is justiable in 3+1 dimensions it is
obviously not in 2+1 dimensions because, by the same criterion, all CS gauge elds,
including the dreibein, would have to be considered as auxiliary. We may conclude
from this that in 2+1 dimensions dierent choices of the conformal compensator
supermultiplets can lead to inequivalent Poincare theories.
As for all supergravity theories, the gravitino supersymmetry transformation of
an N=2 Poincare theory is a covariant derivative of the supersymmetry parameter
. In complex spinor notation we can write it as 

 = D where D is a covariant
derivative acting on complex spinors. For the (1,1) Poincare theory, and in a purely
bosonic background, D is just the standard covariant derivative constructed from
the spin connection. One can dene a supersymmetric spacetime to be one for
which all fermions and their supersymmetry variations vanish for some non-zero
supersymmetry parameter. A necessary condition is therefore that there exist a
nonzero spinor  such that D = 0. Since this equation is linear in , its conse-
quences are unchanged if we replace the anticommuting spinor  by a commuting
one . Such a spinor, satisfying D = 0, is generally called a Killing spinor. In the
context of (1,1) supergravity a Killing spinor is one that is covariantly constant
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with respect to the usual spin-connection, which is possible only if the spacetime is
at. Solutions of the vacuum eld equations of all Poincare supergravity theories
outside a matter source are pure gauge congurations on conical spacetimes with
a decit angle equal to the mass M in the interior; we therefore restrict M to lie in
the range 06M < 2. Since these spacetimes are at one might expect them to be
supersymmetric but, as recently observed [12], there are no covariantly constant
spinors in conical spacetimes unless M = 0, so the only supersymmetric spacetime
in the context of the (1,1) Poincare supergravity is 2+1 Minkowski spacetime, with
M = 0, and, evidently, the same conclusion holds for the N-extended MS super-
gravity theories for any N . Another purpose of this paper is to point out that this
conclusion changes when one considers the new (2,0) Poincare supergravity. Here
the covariant derivative D includes the automorphism gauge eld A. The corre-
sponding charge, Q, can be chosen, without loss of generality, to satisfy jQj < .
It is now possible to nd spinors that are covariantly constant outside the region
containing the matter provided that
either M = 2jQj or M = 2jQ j ; (1:9)
depending on whether the spin structure is even or odd, respectively. In particular,
conical point-particle spacetimes admit Killing spinors for any allowed value of M ,
and multi point-particle spacetimes may do so also, provided a condition analogous
to (1.9) holds for every particle.
In supergravity theories one generally nds that supersymmetric spacetimes,
i.e. those admitting Killing spinors, saturate a bound on the mass in terms of
the charges. Of course, supergravity theories in 2+1 dimensions are exceptional
in many respects, but such a bound has recently been established for adS super-
gravity theories in 2+1 dimensions [13]. This might lead one to suppose that (1.9)
has an interpretation as the saturation by supersymmetric spacetimes of a lower
bound on the mass M of any spacetime solving the equations of a matter-coupled
(2,0) Poincare supergravity, for a given choice of spin structure for the gravitino.
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The standard way of deriving a bound on the mass in terms of the charges in
supergravity theories proceeds via a generalization [14] of the spinorial proof of
the positive energy theorem. A curious feature of the attempt, which we describe
later, to obtain such a bound in the present case is that the `Witten condition' that
must be imposed on the spinor appearing in the expression for the total energy
[15] turns out to be equivalent to the condition that this spinor be a Killing spinor.
Thus, instead of deriving a bound one merely conrms the equality (1.9).
The organisation of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we describe the CS
formulation of the (2,0) Poincare supergravity theories. In section 3 we discuss
Killing spinors of the (2,0) Poincare supergravity theory. In section 4 we explain
the connection with o-shell superelds. In sections 5 and 6 we present the CS
formulation of the general (p,q) Poincare supergravity and discuss their relation to
(p,q) adS supergravity.
2. CS formulation of (2,0) Poincare Supergravity




















































We use the `mostly-minus' metric convention and hence gamma matrices that are




















We also introduce a formal conjugation with respect to which all the even genera-
tors of the superalgebra are antihermitian whereas the odd ones are hermitian, and
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we adopt the standard convention that complex conjugation of a fermion bi-linear



































































F (C) = dC




















There is a three-parameter non-degenerate inner product on the above algebra,
which is given as a special case of the four-parameter inner product for the general
N-extended case in section 5. The freedom represented by the choice of these
parameters is not signicant for the classical theory considered here, so we shall
make the `simplest' choice for which the only non-zero components of the inner

















hT;Zi =   ; (2:6)
where  is a real non-zero constant with dimensions of mass and the inner product
is hermitian with respect to the formal conjugation introduced above. The CS






























where we consider the spin-connection !
m
a
to be an independent eld, i.e. this is
the rst-order form of the supergravity action.
This action is invariant under the gauge transformations of the connection





























are anticommuting spinor parameters.
The eld equations of (2.7) are equivalent to the vanishing of the components,
(2.5), of the curvature two-form F (a). We shall be interested in solutions of these
(vacuum) equations for which the spacetime is asymptotically conical at spatial













;  > 1 ; (2:9)
as r ! 1. From the CS formulation of the theory, one can deduce [13] that the










where ! is the Minkowski spacetime spin connection. Note that the term involving
! depends on the choice of frame and is not necessarily zero, as can easily be veried
? Underlining indicates a frame index, i.e. a = (0; i), whereas m = (0; i).
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by choosing the natural frame of polar coordinates. From this denition one may
verify the result of [16] that the mass of an asymptotically-conical spacetime equals























In the case that the circle at innity is contractible, all U(1) gauge transformations,
A ! A
0
= A + d, with d = O(1=r), are connected to the identity. In this
case the charge Q is clearly gauge-invariant. If, however, the circle at innity is
not contractible, as occurs for conical point-particle spacetimes, then there are
additional `large' gauge transformations, i.e. those not connected to the identity,
and the charge Q is not gauge invariant but can change by a multiple of 2. In
these circumstances, the charge Q is well-dened only modulo 2.
3. Killing Spinors
A bosonic conguration of (2,0) Poincare supergravity will preserve some of the




= 0. Since this equation is
linear in the anticommuting spinor parameters 
i
its consequences are unchanged
if 
i
is replaced by commuting spinors. It is also convenient to choose a com-
plex basis for these commuting spinors. In such a basis, `supersymmetric' bosonic
congurations are those backgrounds for which the equation
(D   iA) = 0 (3:1)
has non-trivial solutions for complex commuting spinor . The integrability con-
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 = 0 : (3:2)
This integrability condition is satised by all congurations that satisfy the vacuum
equations. Although (3.2) is a necessary condition for the existence of solutions of
(3.1) it is not sucient; additional conditions must be satised in order for (3.1) to
have non-trivial solutions for . To nd these additional conditions, we rst write


















where C is a path that interpolates between q and p, and P indicates path-ordering
of the exponential. This solution is not necessarily single-valued because it may
depend on the path C. However, since the connections ! and A are at the solution
can depend only on the homotopy class, [C], of the path C. To compute the path
dependence of the solution for , let C
0
be another path between q and p. Then 






























a sign depending on the choice of spin structure. The choice of spin structure
corresponds to the choice of periodic or anti-periodic boundary conditions for the
spinors on the non-trivial fundamental homology cycles of space-time. The spin
structure corresponding to periodic boundary conditions is called `even', and the
spin structure corresponding to antiperiodic boundary conditions is called `odd'.
The condition (3.4) is trivially satised if the spacetime is simply connected; the
holonomies of both A and ! are then equal to one. The interesting case is when
the spacetime is not simply connected, in which case the existence of covariantly
12
constant spinors depends on the holonomy of the at connections A and ! and
also on the choice of spin structure. If only one of the connections ! and A has
non-trivial holonomy the equation (3.4) does not have solutions, and the vacuum
solution will not be supersymmetric, so it remains to examine the case that both
connections have non-trivial holonomy. The holonomy of ! evaluated at any closed
path is an element of SL(2;R). This holonomy is called elliptic, parabolic or
hyperbolic depending on whether the value of the trace of its holonomy 2  2
matrix is less than, equal to, or larger than two, respectively. It is clear that in
order to satisfy (3.4) the holonomy of ! must be elliptic. So, possibly after a gauge





















Next, we pick (q) to satisfy

0
(q) = (q) ; (3:6)
























cancels the holonomy of A
up to a sign, depending on the choice of even or odd spin structure. We will refer
to this as the `holonomy condition'.
In 2+1 dimensions, the static multi point-particle spacetime is at everywhere
except at isolated conical singularities. These spacetimes are non-simply connected
if one removes the singular worldlines of the K particles; space is then topologically
13































are the masses of the particles and r
`
are their positions. The only non-zero





















that encloses n  K particles with masses m
1




















. There are 2
K
dierent spin structures on this spacetime.
If we dene the charge Q
n
















where  is an integer and ([ 
n
]) is equal either to 1 or to 2, depending on whether




dened only mod 2, and that M = M
K
is restricted by 06M < 2 , we see that
















 j ; (3:15)
where the sign must be chosen to ensure that M < 2. In either case the relevant
holonomy condition must hold for every closed path, and this implies that the mass
of each particle is related to its charge as above. In particular, we nd that the
total mass and charge are related as in (1.9). Thus, the conditions on the masses
and charges required for the existence of a Killing spinor depend on the choice of
spin structure. We remark that the case of one particle with mass M =  and
charge Q = 
1
2
 is special in that the corresponding spacetime admits Killing
spinors of either spin structure.
A customary feature of spacetimes admitting Killing spinors is that they satu-
rate a Bogomol'nyi-type bound on the energy. To investigate this possibility here










+ c:c: : (3:16)

































































is the matter energy-momentum tensor.
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Consider rst the left hand side of (3.17). We may choose the spacelike surface






























































In order for this to be a combination of the mass and the charge, as dened in
(2.10) and (2.12), we require   
1









non-zero constant spinor, and that !
a
'
! 0, for a 6= 0.
The second term in the integral on the right hand side of (3.19) is zero if it




 <1, which means that D
r

must go to zero faster than 1=r as r!1.






















) = 0 : (3:21)

















the right hand side of (3.20) reduces to
1
2


































Consider now the right hand side of (3.17). Provided that the vector K is
future-directed timelike or zero, the second integral is non-negative. Thus, if we
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can establish that the rst integral is non-negative we will have established a bound
on the mass M . The rst integral is indeed non-negative if the spinor  is chosen













is the inverse of the spatial part of the metric. It turns out, however,
that the only non-zero solutions of (3.24) with the required boundary conditions
are Killing spinors, so that instead of the expected inequality we nd an equality.
We now explain this point.































































 = 0 :
(3:25)































This last equation tells us that 
1
is a Killing spinor of a conical spacetime of
charge Q and mass M . We have shown earlier that such spinors exist only if either
M = 2jQj or M = 2jQ  j. Moreover, (3.26) implies that the right hand side of
(3.23) vanishes which in turn implies that the spinor  is a Killing spinor of the
spacetime and not merely asymptotic to one. Thus, no bound on the energy can
be established using this method! In retrospect this should not be so surprising
because, in distinction to the adS case [13], the mass is determined by the leading
terms in the asymptotic metric, i.e. by the boundary conditions.
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We conclude this section with three remarks. First, note that a spinor that is
Killing in some region of spacetime, e.g. an asymptotic region, cannot necessar-
ily be extended to a Killing spinor of the entire spacetime. This is because the
holonomy matching condition should hold for every fundamental homology cycle
of spacetime.



















where J is the angular momentum, has exactly the same spin connection as (2.9),




is taken to be (3.27) so we arrive at the same conclusion as before.
In other words, in contrast to the adS case, angular momentum is irrelevant.
The third remark is about Killing spinors in the presence of matter. Consider
a static spacetime of the form (3.8), where now h
2
is not given by (3.9), but still
behaves as r
 M=
as r ! 1, and let h = e

. Then, the integrability conditions
(3.2) for a regular solution  of the Killing spinor equations are satised if the











, corresponding to 
0
 = , possibly
up to a gauge transformation. It would be interesting to know whether there are
matter congurations compatible with this condition. Of possible relevance here is
a recently-considered [17] 2+1 dimensional locally-supersymmetric model obtained
by dimensional reduction from 3+1 dimensions. In this model, soliton solutions
were found that admit Killing spinors by virtue of a cancellation of holonomies
similar to that found here for point particle spacetimes.
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4. O-shell superelds
As in four dimensions, it is convenient to discuss o-shell superspace super-
gravity in three-dimensional spacetime starting from a superconformal perspective.
One possible denition of a superconformal structure on N -extended superspace
(the N = 2 case was discussed in [7]) is as follows [18]: a superconformal struc-
ture on (3j2N) dimensional superspace M is a choice of odd tangent bundle F (of






O(N) such that the Frobenius tensor of F coincides with the
natural tensor associated with G. The Frobenius tensor of the sub-bundle F of the
tangent bundle T is dened by computing the commutators of vector elds which
are sections of F and evaluating them modulo F . This denes a tensor eld taking





 B where B = T=F . The choice of G means that, locally at
least, F = S 
 V where S has rank (0j2) and V has rank (N j0). The natural
tensor associated with G is the product of the metric on V with the Dirac matrices
(considered as dening a map from from 
2
S to B). If we let E
i
denote a local
basis of F and E
a
a local basis of B

, then these bases can be chosen such that














where < > denotes the pairing between vectors and forms.
In order to unravel the consequences of this structure it is convenient to make
a choice of B as a subbundle of T and to introduce a connection which we choose
to take values in sl(2;R)  o(N). These choices can be made in such a way that













(so that this part of the torsion is identied with the Frobenius tensor); at dimen-
? This corresponds to a rescaling of the generator P
a




































while at dimension three-halves the leading component of the torsion in a -
expansion is essentially the eld strength tensor of the gravitini. The tensor G is
antisymmetric on both its internal and Lorentz indices while K is symmetric. The
components of the curvature tensor can be computed using the Bianchi identities,
and for general N one nds that the geometry is described by the two superelds
G and K together with a third, which for N>4 is a dimension one scalar A
ijkl
totally antisymmetric on its internal indices. The component elds corresponding
to this structure divide into a conformal supergravity (CSG) multiplet and a com-

















; : : : (4:6)
where each eld is antisymmetric on its internal indices. The leading components
of the elds K and G above belong to the Weyl multiplet. There are two special
cases, N = 4 and N = 8. In N = 4 one can reduce the internal symmetry group







where the gauge eld A
mij
is now self-dual on its internal indices. In N = 8 one
can impose self-duality on the scalar eld A
ijkl










: : : (4:7)
where G and  are antisymmetric on their internal indices, K is symmetric and 
is gamma-traceless.
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We begin the discussion of Poincare supergravity with N = 2. The compen-
















at least at the linearised level, while in the latter case G
a
is conserved. At the lin-
earised level these multiplets are constructed from a general real scalar supereld
by imposing the constraints
D
2








































The chiral compensator corresponds to type (1,1) Poincare supergravity. The
elds A;B and  get absorbed by the metric, gravitino and O(2) gauge eld re-













To implement this in superspace it is more convenient to reduce the structure
group to SL(2;R) and to combine the Weyl and O(2) parameters into a complex
scalar supereld which can then be constrained to be chiral. The corresponding
constraints resemble the N = 1 minimal constraints in four dimensions and can be
solved in the Ogievetsky-Sokatchev formalism [19]; alternatively, one can observe
that the action is
R
M
E where E is the superdeterminant of the supervielbein, and
derive the equations of motion by solving the constraints for a deformation of the
supervielbein [20]. The equations of motion imply that the superspace is at, as
expected.
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K, the Poincare supermultiplet that is obtained













is a gauge eld whose eld strength is G and A
m
is the O(2) gauge eld.
This theory resembles closely new minimal supergravity in four dimensions [9] and
is best described in superspace by introducing an abelian gauge eld C with eld











= 0 ; (4:14)
while at dimension one we nd G
ab
which is identied with the eld occuring in
the torsion. Again the constraints can be solved in Ogievetsky-Sokatchev fashion,
this time in a superspace with an extra bosonic coordinate to accommodate C.
Alternatively one can follow [10]. In this approach one observes that there is a




















The corresponding component action diers from the CS one (2.7) only by the
addition of a term K
2
.
We now turn to the more interesting case of N = 3. We rst consider (2,1)
supergravity. The internal part of the structure group is to be reduced fromO(3) to
O(2), and so the compensating multiplet involves a total of three scalar superelds
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corresponding to the Weyl and O(3)=O(2) parameters. This triplet of elds can












where i = 1; 2. Combining this multiplet with the CSG multiplet we nd the



















is the automorphism gauge eld and the remaining dimension one vectors
are non-gauge auxiliaries. We have not constructed the superspace action for
this theory, but it should be possible to construct one using harmonic superspace
techniques [22]. The o-shell component action diers from the CS action by the




, and a term of
the form  which takes care of the auxiliary fermions.
The (3,0) theory is more complicated. In this case we have only the Weyl




K, as in the (2,0) case but










is conserved and 
a
is gamma-traceless and conserved. On the other








;  : (4:19)
The problem lies with the dimension three-halves elds  and . It seems plausible














The eld  is a new gravitino. This suggests that the o-shell (3,0) theory is in











where now i; j = 1; ::; 4 and both C and A are self-dual on their SO(4) indices. This
hypothesis can be tested by constructing an appropriate N = 4 supergeometry, but
this is not entirely straightforward owing to the fact that the central charge acts
non-trivially o-shell. However, it appears that this can be done, although we have
neither veried it completely nor constructed a superspace action.
In outline, the construction starts with a superspace M
0
of dimension (3 + 3j8)
which can be thought of as some sort of ane bundle over N = 4 superspace
M . The structure group of M
0
geometry is taken to be SL(2;R)  SO(3). A






































































denoting the numerically invariant self-dual tensor. The non-vanishing
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This set of constraints is consistent with the Bianchi identities up to dimension
one, which is as far as we have checked. We are encouraged to believe that it is
fully consistent as the dimension one identities are non-trivial.
For higher N it seems to be more dicult to construct o-shell superspace
formalisms which can be used to write down actions. This is because the multi-
plets for general N contain high spin, high dimension, elds and involve covariant
conservation conditions. One might think that it would be possible to mimic the
CS formalism in superspace, but again one runs into diculties for higher N . In
this approach one introduces a superspace gauge potential A which takes its values
in the (p,q) Poincare superalgebra. Because this includes supertranslations, the
correct equations of motion are simply F(= dA + A
2
) = 0. However, because of
high spin component elds it is dicult to construct an action which would lead
to this equation for all N . In fact this is true even for ordinary supersymmetric
Yang-Mills for which the conventional superspace approach works only for N63 [8]
and the harmonic approach for N up to 6 [21]. It is not ruled out that superspace
actions exist for all N , but, as yet, it is not clear how to construct them.
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5. (p,q) Poincare theories
The CS formulation of the general (p,q) Poincare supergravity theory is found
as follows. We rst divide the N spinor supercharges of the MS supergravity theory
into a set of p charges Q
i




















. We then dene the (p,q)-Poincare superalgebra to be the one





































































































When p or q is greater than unity, the (p,q) Poincare superalgebra is a central
extension of the N-extended Poincare superalgebra. In this case is not possible
to formulate a CS action for the algebra (5.1) because it does not admit a non-
degenerate invariant inner product. To see this we note rst that the inner prod-
uct h ; i of an even generator with an odd generator must vanish. Then, since




















i = 0 (5:2)
which implies that both hP;Zi and hZ;Zi vanish. Furthermore, the invariance of
hM;Zi implies immediately that hM;Zi = 0. Similar arguments apply to the Z
0
generators so the only remaining way to achieve a non-degenerate invariant inner
product would be to require p = q and to pair the Z with the Z
0
generators.
But starting from the invariance of hQ
0




i = 0. Thus, Z and Z
0
are orthogonal to all generators of the
(p,q) Poincare superalgebra, including themselves, so any invariant inner product
is degenerate.
For this reason, we consider an enlarged superalgebra obtained in the following
way. We rst observe that the (p,q) Poincare superalgebra has an SO(p) SO(q)
automorphism group
?
. We now take the semi-direct extension of this so(p)so(q)
automorphism algebra by the (p,q)-Poincare superalgebra. Thus, we now include














































































































Note that although the charges Z and Z
0
are central in (5.1) they are no longer
central in the extended algebra including (5.3). The new superalgebra admits an
invariant non-degenerate inner product, for which the non-vanishing components
are
? The 'automorphism group' of a centrally extended Poincare superalgebra has been often
dened in the supersymmetry literature as that subgroup of the automorphism group of
the algebra without central charges that commutes with the central charges. Here we adopt
the standard mathematical terminology in which the central charges of an algebra need not



































































































where  is a non-zero real constant and, ,  and 
0
are arbitrary real constants.
We introduce the gauge eld one-forms associated with the generators of this































































where the coecients of the generators are the one-form gauge potentials. The


























































































































































































































































































































































































This action is invariant up to a surface term under the gauge transformation of
the connection a. In particular, the non-zero supersymmetry transformation laws






























































where  and 
0
are the anticommuting spinor parameters. Observe that the au-
tomorphism gauge elds enter these transformations. It is this fact that accounts
for the existence of Killing spinors for asymptotically conical spacetimes. This can
be seen by repeating the analysis of section 3. One nds that Killing spinors exist
provided that the holonomy of the SO(p)  SO(q) connections is reduced to a
product of U(1) factors.
Note that the parameters ;  and 
0
appearing in the action (5.8) have dimen-
sion  1 in mass units, relative to . It follows that the Lagrangian has a denite
scaling weight only if  =  = 
0












































which reduces to the action (2.7) for the (2,0) case.
We remark that the above construction also works for `non-standard' super-
symmetry algebras with non-compact automorphism groups, obtained by replacing







by the invariant tensors of non-compact versions of
SO(p)SO(q). In the (3,0) case such a non-standard supergravity theory, with au-
tomorphism group SL(2;R) instead of SO(3), has the advantage that the holonomy
matching condition for Killing spinors can be satised by cancelling the holonomy
of the gravity sector against the holonomy of the gauge connection.
6. adS supergravity and the Poincare limit
We now turn to the relation of the (p,q) Poincare supergravity theories with
the (p,q) adS theories. Unlike the Poincare superalgebra, the adS superalgebras are
semi-simple so the algebra of the outer automorphisms is isomorphic to the algebra
of the inner automorphisms. It follows that the extended superalgebra that includes
the automorphism generators is necessarily isomorphic to a direct sum of the adS
superalgebra and its automorphism algebra. Consequently, nothing essential is
gained in the formulation of the adS theories by the inclusion of automorphism
30
generators. However, since the new (p,q) Poincare supergravity theories include
additional SO(p)  SO(q) gauge elds, it is clear that to obtain these Poincare
theories as limits of adS theories we must enlarge the adS superalgebras accordingly.
We begin with the direct sum of the standard (p,q) adS superalgebra and an

















































































































































































































































































The mass parameter m determines the scale of the cosmological constant. We now

































































































































































































































































































, F (!), F (A), F (A
0
), D and D
0
are as dened in the previous section
The algebra (6.1) has a class of invariant non-degenerate inner products de-



























































































































where , , and (for p > 1)  and (for q > 1) 
0
are free real parameters.
If one sets m = 0 in (6.1) the resulting algebra is the semi-direct extension
of so(p)  so(q) by the direct sum of the N-extended Poincare superalgebra with








. This contracted algebra is not
isomorphic to the one given in section 2. However, it is known that the Wigner
contractions of isomorphic algebras are not necessarily isomorphic [23] ; indeed, the
32
algebra of section 5, dened by (5.1) and (5.3), results from a dierent contraction































to eliminateZ and Z
0
in favour of T and T
0
. The non-trivial commutators involving




















































































































































































































































































The m ! 0 limit of this algebra is the one of section 5. Moreover, the inner
product used in section 5 for  =  2 and 
0
=  2 can be obtained from the
inner product dened above by setting  =  m and 
0
= m, and then taking
the m! 0 limit.
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The CS action of (p,q) adS supergravity based on the algebra (6.1) and the































































































































































To recover (p,q) Poincare supergravity in the m! 0 limit we set

















 =  m 
0
= m : (6:12)






We have constructed a new class of 2+1 Poincare supergravity theories with
(p,q) supersymmetry by including additional gauge elds associated with cen-
tral charge and automorphism generators. In contrast to previous N=(p+q) ex-
tended Poincare supergravity theories, the new ones arise naturally as limits of
an SO(p) SO(q) trivial extension of the (p,q)-supersymmetric adS supergravity
theories. In addition, both the (1,1) and the (2,0) Poincare supergravity theo-
ries have an o-shell supereld formulation. The new (2,0) theory is analogous
to the new-minimal formulation of 3+1 supergravity. From the supereld point
of view, the existence of distinct N -extended pure Poincare supergravity theories
with the same value of N can be seen to be a consequence of the dierent possible
choices of conformal compensating supereld. In 2+1 dimensions this choice can
lead to inequivalent theories as a result of the Chern-Simons structure of pure 2+1
supergravity theories. For this reason we do not expect a similar phenomenon
for conformal supergravity theories. One feature of the new Poincare theories, e.g.
(2,0), is that the conical spacetimes of charged point particles admit Killing spinors
for special values of the masses and charges; in this sense these spacetimes are the
2+1 analogues of the Papapetrou-Majumdar multi charged black hole solutions of
3+1 Maxwell/Einstein theory.
The subdivision of the N -extended supergravity theories into (p,q) ones is
inevitable in the adS case because of the structure of the adS superalgebra. For
the reasons just explained, it is also natural in the Poincare case, although here













. Such models can indeed be constructed, and the vacuum spacetimes
again admit Killing spinors under suitable conditions.
Finally, it is of obvious interest to quantize the new supergravity theories.
The additional gauge elds will provide an additional nite number of degrees of
freedom equal to the dimension of the moduli space of at connections.
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